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ANY COLOUR YOU LIKE

WITHOUT POLARISATION

The choices available to polarising sunglasses wearers are numerous
– but these are far more than just fashion decisions. Each different
coloured lens is designed to perform in different lighting conditions.
Familiarising yourself with the colours that offer more contrast and
clarity in certain situations could easily lead to increasing your sales
and the user’s overall experience.
POLARIZED BLUE MIRROR (GREEN)
Multi-coat, green lenses absorb reflections
across mirror surface, diminish glare. Ideal for
bright conditions. Light transmission: 12%.

WITH POLARISATION

Wiley X is probably best known for
the protective characteristics of its
sunglasses, and while these are important
the brand also offers incredible optical
and polarising technology in its lenses.
TTW examines the Wiley X difference.

POLARIZED BRONZE
For superior visual definition. Increased
contrast, enhance ground level contours in
most light conditions. Light transmission: 18%.
POLARIZED CRIMSON MIRROR (GREY)
Excellent for constant sun or very bright
conditions. Ideal mirror for snowboarding,
skiing, driving on sunny days or other extreme
conditions. Reduces glare and improves
contrast. Light transmission: 15%.
POLARIZED YELLOW
Greatest clarity in low-level light situations,
blocks blinding glare while preserving
sharpness. Ideal for first and last light when
fishing or hunting. Light transmission: 30%.

Without Wiley X’s polarising power,
it’s almost impossible to spot fish.

F

rom around the 1980s it’s been common knowledge that
a good pair of polarising sunglasses can make all the
difference to anglers. And, as you might imagine, since
those early days, the technology involved in such lenses has
come on in leaps and bounds. Anglers now have a staggering
amount of choice of brands, lenses, coatings and numerous
other factors that can often lead to confusion. But it doesn’t
need to be a complicated affair for your customers.
Getting the right sunglasses could be as simple as talking to
fast-growing brand Wiley X – and here’s how…

POLARIZED EMERALD MIRROR (AMBER)
An amber tinted lens under an emerald
green multi-coat surface that’s specifically
designed to amplify colour contrast and deliver
high visual definition. Distinct colours and
crisp in light conditions for superior visual
performance. Light transmission: 18%.
POLARIZED VENICE GOLD MIRROR
(AMBER)
Inspired by the great success Wiley X has
had with this lens on the redfish marshes
on Louisiana, this lens is perfect for sunny
conditions. Ideal for fishing in shallow water
and target shooting. Light transmission: 12%.

FILTER 8 POLARIZED LENSES
Glare on the water is a fisherman’s worst
nightmare. For a whole manner of fishing types it
makes a huge difference being able to spot fish,
the lake or riverbed or your lure or fly. The Wiley
X difference when it comes to polarisation is its
Filter 8 technology – combining eight layers of
technology, Wiley X offers not only superior optical
quality but also protection and durability.

POLARIZED PLATINUM FLASH (GREEN)
Multi-coat Z-Oxide mirror over smoke green
lenses provides maximum glare reduction
without distorting colours. Great for general
daytime use. Light transmission: 13%.
This is how the world should look
to an angler using Wiley X eyewear.

POLARIZED AMBER
Greatly reduces HEV and haze, improves
contrast and depth perception. Ideal for fishing,
golf or tennis. Light transmission: 14%.

EXTRA PROTECTION

The optical clarity and performance of
Wiley X sunglasses are only enhanced by
the fact that they offer protection that
means your eyes remain unhindered
in use. A great example are the Facial
Cavity Seals available on many models
– this removable gasket blocks out wind,
dust particles, pollen and, perhaps most
importantly, peripheral light, which can
kill the effect of even the best polarising

sunglasses.
Secondly, all Wiley X lenses are ANSI
Z87.1 safety rated and EN.166 certified,
meaning that they are almost completely
resistant to any impact.
A stray lure, hook or fly could be a
disaster with glass lenses or even some
other plastic ones, but with these highprotection lenses from Wiley X your vision
will be safe from accidents.

Two Slick hydrophobic coatings
Two Selenite polycarbonate lenses
Two T-Shell scratch-resistant layers
One Violet 4 anti-reflective coating
Filter 8 polarising film layers that create 100 per
cent polarisation with 100 per cent UV protection
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Wiley X Peak (model
#ACPEA09) with polarized
blue mirror (green) lenses.
Wiley X Valor (model
#CHVAL05) with polarized
crimson mirror (grey) lenses.

POLARIZED SMOKE GREEN
Maximum glare reduction without distorting
colours. Great for general daytime use.
Light transmission: 13%.
POLARIZED SMOKE GREY
Maximum glare reduction. Won’t distort
colours. Excellent in bright/glare conditions.
Light transmission: 12 to 14%
depending on frame style.

WILEY X USA

Wiley X Knife (model
#CCKNI07) with polarized
emerald mirror (amber) lenses.

POLARIZED SILVER FLASH
(SMOKE GREY)
One of the darker lenses Wiley X offers. Multicoat Z-Oxide mirror over smoke lenses reduces
glare. Excellent on bright days.
Light transmission: 13%

+1 800 776 7842

WILEY X EUROPE

+45 96 93 00 45

www.wileyx.com
www.wileyx.eu
www.tackletradeworld.com
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